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Wade Macdonald is a leading recruitment and search firm, and a 
has been a trusted partner to many organisations and professionals 

across the Thames Valley, West London and surrounding areas for over 
25 years. Specialising in the Finance and Accountancy, Human 

Resources and Data Science sectors, we support organisations in their 
search for the best talent to join their teams on a permanent, temporary 

and interim basis.

Since 1991 the company has remained committed to upholding the 
principle of its two founding directors who set about proving that it’s 
‘people’ not ‘numbers’ that make the difference between an agency  

becoming a market leader, and one that doesn’t. It is this principle that 
has guided Wade Macdonald to become one of the biggest 

 independently owned recruitment consultancies operating throughout 
the Thames Valley and South East today. 

Our vision is to be the recruitment partner of choice across each of our 
core areas of expertise and the employer of choice for ambitious,  

career-focused recruitment professionals.

As well as our market-leading in house database, our recruiters have 
access to advanced technology based recruitment tools and our pro-
cess is to meet and register each and every candidate we work with, 
and to have conducted a client assessment and review on all ‘live’ 

assignments. We have continued to invest in our online presence across 
all major social media channels and actively encourage direct  

feedback on our service via Feefo (4.8 out of 5).

Our consultants, regardless of seniority, are all subject to ongoing  
training, review and feedback to ensure that they are capable of not 

only meeting but exceeding the expectations of our clients and  
candidates

The management team have in excess of 100 years’ recruitment 
 experience between them, a statistic that we doubt can be matched 

elsewhere.
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After 18 years working for a corporate recruitment 
consultancy; spending the last 10 years in Director 
positions, Chris decided to join Wade Macdonald 
as Managing Director with plans to double the size 
of the business, servicing a wider variety of niche 
markets and building further on the impressive 
client base that work with Wade Macdonald to 
recruit into their finance and HR departments.

During the 18 years in Financial recruitment, he has 
worked with a huge number of clients from owner-
managed business through to FTSE 100 PLCs. Along 
with managing client relationships and leading 
large recruitment teams, Chris has built strong 
links with most of the major finance institutes and 
has been a regular speaker at events for CIMA, 
ACCA, CICM and AAT over the past few years.

In 1991, Dominic Wade and Philip Macdonald launched the company with 
the clear view of being markedly better than the competition. After 27 years 
of business, with Dominic and Philip at the head of the table, the company 
has pulled through 2 recessions and stands stronger and more successful 
than ever. At the start of 2018, they hired Chris Goulding to accelerate the 
development of the business for even greater success.
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UP AND RUNNING
Dominic and Philip started 

reaching out to the Thames 
Valley with just a phone each 

and a manual database. 

EXPANSION
An additional floor was 

added to the office plan in 
order to keep up with the 
growth of the company.

FANTASTIC YEARS
Stock market crash

Increase in temporary & 
contract workers.

NEW LOCATION
Dominic & Philip opened 

up an office in Oxford.

MARKET CRASH
‘Dot com bubble burst’

Consolidation of Reading 
& Oxford office

BACK AT IT
The market got back on its 
feet but a lot of recruitment 

businesses went bust.

PHENOMENAL 
SUCCESS

The HR division was opened 
and brought in business 

very quickly

RELOCATION
The office moved base 

to Greyfriars Road.

FRESH FACES
Hired Chris Goulding as 

Managing Director 

Caterina Glenn joined 
as Senior Manager of 
the Finance Division

Hired our Marketing 
Specialist, Issi Briggs 

to drive Wade 
Macdonald’s Marketing 

initiatives

NEW DIRECTION
Engaged Stever Carter 

as Non-Exec to help 
steer the business 

through its next phase

LOYAL & 
LONGTERM

Lucy-Emma Heath-
Turrall joined Wade 
Macdonald to head 
up HR. To date, she 

continues to support the 
HR interim market.
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DIVISIONS

TAX & TREASURY
Payroll is a critical function in every business 
as the importance of paying employees and 
contractors on time and accurately can’t be 
overstated.  Our team of Payroll specialists at 
Wade Macdonald take the time to understand 
and establish your business needs and work 
to source to the best candidates for your 
requirements through networking, direct 
approach and advertising.

PAYROLL

Whether your need is for a cross border 
credit controller with languages, a senior 
credit manager or a credit supervisor our 
dedicated specialist recruiters can solve your 
need rapidly. We specialise in sourcing the 
highest calibre Credit Control professionals 
– both permanent and interim.  We match 
employers and professionals on technical 
ability, experience, personality and cultural fit.

CREDIT CONTROL
With over 25 years recruiting in Accountancy 
and Finance roles, we have the expertise 
and network to meet your needs. You can 
rely on our Accountancy and Finance team 
to provide the experience, local industry 
knowledge and contact list to quickly source 
the candidates you need. We cover the entire 
spectrum of roles from Accounts Assistant all 
the way up to Finance Director.

ACCOUNTANCY

Over 25 years’ 
experience 

of recruiting 
Accountancy 

& Finance 
professionals

Our longest running specialism
FINANCE

Professionals in Tax & Treasury are notoriously 
difficult to find and for the professionals in this 
sector, the best roles are not always visible. The 
Tax & Treasury division have the ‘inside track’ 
from years of experience within the industry 
and a large network of Tax professionals 
across the UK. We cover all tax service lines 
including corporate & VAT and different levels 
in Treasury such as Head of Treasury and 
Treasury Controller.

££

https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines
https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/accountancy-and-finance
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https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/accountancy-and-finance
https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/accountancy-and-finance


Nowadays, data is the underlying backbone of 
all companies. It drives every single business, 
whether it is to provide insights to increase the 
bottom line, or advanced Artificial Intelligence 
algorithms to make autonomous vehicles 
an everyday feature in our lives, companies 
all over the world are improving their 
capabilities to harness the power of their data. 

Wade  Macdonald  have added  a  dedicated  team 
that  specialises  in the recruitment of top level data  
professionals  within the Thames Valley region.

We   work  with everything  from   seed  funded start-ups    to  globally  recognised   Blue Chip  companies, 
providing   a   consultative    approach  to  ensure   we   provide  the  best candidate   for    the   job  every time. 
Our focus is to cover the following markets within the Thames Valley and West London 
regions: Business Intelligence, Data Analysts, Data Scientists and Artificial Intelligence. 

Our new niche market

DATA ANALYTICS & AI
Interim & Permanent Appointments
HUMAN RESOURCES

Our HR division at Wade Macdonald is a 
trusted partner to many organisations 
and HR professions across the Thames 
Valley, West London and surrounding areas.

With a combined recruitment experience 
of over 50 years within the Thames Valley 
area, and the average tenure of our 
team being 4 years, our HR consultants 
are experts in what they do and cover 
the entire spectrum of HR roles. We are 
able to identify interim and permanent  
talent from entry level to Senior Level,     
including   Specialist/Niche Appointments. 

HRIS

EMPLOYEE 
RELATIONS

GENERAL
HR is a very important element 
to every business. HR is the 
department where many 
employees at all levels place 
their trust. HR are the people 
who manage employees from 
their first day to their very last 
day at the business. We are on 
hand to find the perfect fit for 
your business.

CHANGE/PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT & OD
Organisational development 
is a technique of planned 
change. This is normally a 
range of improvements to 
resolve and renew processes, 
particularly through a more 
effective and collaborative 
management  culture.  We have  
readily available  specialist 
candidates to support your 
business.

Some businesses have a 
system put in place. This allows 
HR activities and processes to 
be managed electronically. 
We have worked with a range 
of clients with very specific 
requirements and are able 
to tailor make a bespoke 
recruitment service depending 
on the project.

LEARNING & 
DEVELOPMENT
At Wade Macdonald we 
understand how important 
training is for progression 
and success. Employee 
motivation and satisfaction 
are important elements   in 
order for employees to feel 
valued and able to grow 
and develop throughout 
their careers – the knock on 
effect is that the organiSation 
also grows and develops. 
Learning helps develop sound 
working practices aligned to 
organisational goals.

The sector of HR that manages 
disciplinaries, grievances and 
other problems faced in the 
workplace. With Employee 
Relations being a business 
critical area , it can sometimes 
be difficult to find candidates 
with relevant knowledge 
and know-how. Our team 
of HR consultants have built 
and continue to build on our 
database so we can provide 
capable professionals.

REWARD
Reward in any business is 
important as its the business 
giving back to the employees. 
The role of professionals with 
in compensation and benefits, 
is to evaluate the employers 
current offerings and work to 
improve these. We work with 
a talented pool of candidates 
who have UK and global 
experience. 

RECRUITMENT
Employing the right people 
for your business is the 
most important part of 
your organisation. A good 
recruitment process can 
minimize the time involved in 
the searching, interviewing, 
hiring and training.

Over 10 years of operation

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence is the wider term used for a 
combination of technical tools and skills used 
to make ‘machines smart’. Modelled after our 
own human biology and our autonomous way 
of learning, AI allows smart machines to ‘learn 
by doing’ to perform processes that would have 
typically needed human interaction to complete.
 
Although it was pioneered by Alan Turing in 
the 1950’s, AI has boomed in the last decade 
due to the wealth of data and technology 
that is now being produced globally. Because 
of this, AI is now being utilised across many 
different domains, companies and markets. 
All  of  these smart machines  are powered by the 
vast   amounts    of   data     we    produce   on  a  daily  
basis.  At  Wade Macdonald we focus on recruiting 
for the most common AI techniques utilised by 
businesses: Machine/Deep Learning, NLP and 
Computer Vision.  

Business Intelligence is the amalgamation of data focused professionals, specialist computer software 
and mathematical algorithms to provide insights and answers to business operation questions. 
Business,    sales   and  marketing  data  is  collected  and  analysed  through  complex  
mathematical  models allowing the data   to  be  usable by  organisations  by  creating  reports, 
dashboards  and  data   visualisation. This can  then  be reported  to C suite, line managers 
and decision makers to create actionable insights for the business. 

BI is so crucial to companies as it allows improved decision making, ensures optimisation of 
business operations, drives new revenue and gives you the edge on competitor businesses by 
identifying market trends. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

DATA SCIENCE
Data Scientists are the ‘rock stars’ in the analytical 
world. With the increase in data and the demand 
for powerful insights, Data Scientists provide 
a deeper level of analytics by utilising Artificial 
Intelligence and predictive modelling to go beyond 
the level of details of standard statistical analytics.
They have a wider skill set that is equipped 
to analyse ‘big data’ and are expected to 
have domain and research knowledge 
which allows them to develop new and 
bespoke algorithms for specific problems.

One key stand-out feature of a Data Scientist 
is the ability to use Artificial Intelligence to 
create predictive models that are crucial 
for businesses. Harnessing the power of AI is 
essential for the development of analytical 
technologies and capabilities as it allows 
them to automate processes, leading 
to more accurate and faster analytics. 

https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/data-analytics-and-artificial-intelligence
https://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/data-analytics-and-artificial-intelligence
http://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/human-resources
http://www.wademacdonald.com/disciplines/human-resources


THE BUSINESS MAGAZINEATTRACTION STRATERGY

WEBSITE
Our newly designed website offers a great 
opportunity for both client and candidate 
to explore the company and find out 
what’s new within the market.  We’ve 
added an online registration section 
where candidates can upload their CV 
and compliance documents to a personal 
dashboard for easier application.

INTERNAL DATABASE
We have a database of over 20,000 
relevant professionals, all that work 
with, have worked with or are in contact 
with our consultants.   All contacts have 
been and continue to be contacted 
in line with the requirements of GDPR.  
As a result, we know that we have 
an up to date and engaged pool of 
talented professionals to work with.

ONLINE ADVERTISING
We know from experience that organic 
search and marketing sometimes 
cannot necessarily give us the access to 
candidates we need to find; particularly 
where the requirement is particularly 
niche. Consequently we use sponsored 
advertising that targets specific groups 
of people with marketing material.

READING NUMBER 1 CITY UPDATE – JULY/AUGUST 2018 businessmag.co.uk
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What are your goals?

I have many goals to achieve at Wade Macdonald.

We aim to grow Wade Macdonald to triple in size over the next 
three years and to cement our position as the “go-to agency” 
for finance, HR and data science professionals as a result 
of our expertise and our strong ethic around our customer 
service. I also want us to firmly establish ourselves as an 
employer of choice and to be seen as a place where you can 
advance your career while receiving first-class training, feel 
that you receive recognition for a job well done and, of course, 
have fun along the way. 

There are numerous employment agencies in the Thames 
Valley. How does Wade Macdonald differ?

Our one value is that ‘people count’. This means we try and 
give a more personalised service to candidates and clients. 
People are the heart of our business and relationships (both 
internal and external) and are key. We want to make sure that 
everyone we come in touch with has a good experience and 
feel like they were treated with respect. Alongside this core 
value we also plan to grow by moving into more niche areas. In 
finance we have opened a tax specialism, a credit specialism 
and plan to look into more niches around practice, payroll and 
treasury. We are also one of the first owner-managed agencies 
in Reading to have a specialist recruiter focusing purely on 
artificial intelligence and machine learning.

You have already started recruiting and are building your 
team. What do you look for in a candidate?

I want people who believe in our one core value – that people 
count. That means team players that want to see others 
around them doing well and that will go the extra mile to 
ensure candidates and clients are given the best service 
possible. I am passionate about providing strong training and 
so this does not always have to be experienced recruiters, but 
people who want to work hard and achieve great things.

How do you see the Reading and Thames Valley recruitment 
market? Is there a shortage of skilled people in tech, for 
instance?

The Reading/Thames Valley recruitment market is buoyant 
and confidence is high among employers with many businesses 
creating new opportunities rather than just replacing staff. 
Clearly we are still facing skills shortages in many areas, 
especially within the tech sectors. We have recently employed 
a consultant with an MSC in cybernetics to operate within 
our BI and data science division as we believe having a true 
understanding of client needs and candidate’s skills is a good 
way to differentiate from our competition and to gain the trust 
of ‘passive professionals’ who might be open to conversations 
without being completely active in the market.

You have joined Wade Macdonald at a time when the Reading/
Thames Valley business environment is upbeat and expanding. 
What are the opportunities ahead – and the challenges?

The opportunities in Reading and wider Thames Valley region 
are endless. We have some great, established multi-national 
organisations based locally, while also having cutting-edge 
start-ups setting up here. The challenge for us is to further 
differentiate ourselves from the local competition, which we 

Looking forward at Wade Macdonald
Tim Wickham talks to newly appointed managing director Chris Goulding about his vision for the 
future

will do by focusing on more and more niche areas. Other 
challenges are attracting the right talent to our brand and 
retaining them, which we are becoming more successful at as 
we continue to invest in training, reward and recognition. 

In recruitment, is your success as an agency all about the 
contacts you have – and building long-lasting relationships?

The success is based on long-term relationships but also 
ensuring that your reputation in the market is strong – 
leading to referrals. It is imperative that we treat each person 
we interact with in the right way, offering consultancy and 
feedback along the way. The best recruiters have not only 
long relationships but receive referrals due to their expertise, 
service and networking.

With all these online platforms such as CV-Library etc, plus 
LinkedIn being increasingly used as a recruiting platform, has 
the role of an agency changed?

The way that people search for work has certainly changed 
since I started in recruitment back in 1999. In those days 
people walked into agencies off the street, whereas now 
tech plays a much bigger part. We have invested heavily with 
LinkedIn which also allows us to interact with ‘passive’ job 
seekers. However, it is still all about personal relationships, 
networking and the ability to match culture as well as skills. It 
really is a people business and I don’t believe that the role of a 
good recruiter will ever be lost. Good recruiters are able to use 
influencing skills based on strong relationships and detailed 
market knowledge to achieve the right outcomes for clients 
and candidates. Plainly this is absent from online platforms.

wademacdonald.com

READING NUMBER 1 CITY 

CTA DATABASE
A relationship with the CIOT enables 
us to work directly with their 
members and active studiers, to 
provide them with information on 
current opportunities within the 
Tax division at Wade Macdonald. 

EMAIL
We like to ensure we are keeping both 
client and candidates up to date with 
vacancies and professionals on the 
market. Email is one of our contact 
methods which allows us to reach out 
to our database and keep in contact 
before, during and after placement.

TEXT MESSAGE
We understand that email is 
sometimes not as immediate as 
other methods of contact. Text 
messaging is a quick and easy way 
for our consultants to keep in touch  
with  our  database  of professionals.

LINKEDIN
The team at Wade Macdonald 
utilise LinkedIn every day. LinkedIn 
is a far reaching application that 
facilitates communication and the 
commencement of relationships 
between consultants and many 
professionals We use LinkedIn to 
share marketing material focused 
on news, company updates 
and other targeted content.

JOB BOARDS
Alongside our website we use a 
range of different job boards to 
advertise our vacancies. This allows 
us to widen our reach. We use a traffic 
light sorting system which allows us 
to process successful candidates 
with speed and accuracy.  We also 
constantly monitor the effectiveness 
of our various job boards and fine 
tune the mix to suit our clients’ needs.

REFERRALS
Referrals are a significant source of 
passive candidates and tend to be 
high quality candidates available only 
to us having been recommended to 
us by colleagues and friends we have 
previously worked with. In order that 
we can reward successful referrals, we 
have set up a refer a friend scheme.

SOCIAL MEDIA
In the same way we use LinkedIn for news 
and updates, we utilise social media 
sites like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and YouTube. This allows us to reach 
a wider audience of professionals with 
company insights and behind the 
scene material of the office culture.

BLOGS
Our blogs cover all sorts of topics 
from advice articles to current affairs. 
Our team of consultants put together 
blog pieces with knowledge from their 
years in recruitment. We believe it’s 
important to have a mixture of insights 
from the team alongside articles 
and other pieces of news we share.

PRESS
Recently our Managing Director featured 
in The Business Magazines July/August 
edition. Working with magazines and 
other press related companies allows us 
to branch out and advertise our business 
to a wider audience of professionals 
in and around the Thames Valley.

www.wademacdonald .com/
refer-a-friend

http://www.wademacdonald.com
https://www.wademacdonald.com/blog/2018/07/the-business-magazine-july-slash-august-2018-looking-forward-at-wade-macdonald
http://www.linkedin.com/company/wade-macdonald/
https://www.wademacdonald.com/blog
http://www.wademacdonald.com/refer-a-friend
http://www.wademacdonald.com/refer-a-friend


OUR PROCESS COMPLIANCE

Wade Macdonald consultants always 
endeavour to meet all their candidates on 
a face to face basis in order to ascertain 
their drivers, skill sets, the type and nature 
of the role they are trying to secure and 
most importantly their personality.  If, for one 
reason or another, a face to face meeting is 
not possible we utilise Skype or FaceTime.

We ask registering applicants to provide 
us with a copy of a current passport or an 
applicable visa stating that they are entitled 
to work in the UK.  We appreciate that not 
everybody is in possession of a passport and 
we, as a result, accept a driving license or 
birth certificate as an alternative.  We also, as 
a matter of course, request that applicants 
seeking temporary or contract work provide 
us with a National Insurance number.

Our registration process is particularly 
thorough.  This includes information on 
education and professional qualifications 
along with a detailed and accurate history 

of employment..

We ensure every candidate we work with has a 
signed and dated form. To keep our records up 
to date, we make sure a new registration form 

is filled out every year.

We need to be 100% confident that any 
applicant we introduce to undertake 
temporary  or contact work is reliable, 
dependable, capable and competent. 

To ensure we have the most relevant 
information based on work performance, we 
make sure to collect thorough references from 
past employers from within a 2 year time frame.

As is the case with referencing we would 
never introduce a qualified applicant unless 
we have their qualification verified by the 
applicable examination board or had sight 
of a copy of their qualification certificate.

The consultants at Wade Macdonald ensure 
that every candidate they represent has 
signed a copy of our terms and conditions.

These terms will have been signed by each 
candidate in line with current legislation.

FAMILIARISATION IDENTIFICATION/
NATIONAL INSURANCE

REGISTRATION FORM REFERENCING

PROFESSIONAL 
QUALIFICATION CHECKS TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT

At Wade Macdonald, we believe in building long-lasting relationships and understand 
that these are reliant on trust. Over 25 years we have established a strong network 
of talented professionals spanning all of our disciplines, which we are continually 
adding to via our multiple attraction strategies. This means when you come to 
recruit we are able to work quickly to present the best local talent to your business.

We, at Wade Macdonald, take pride in providing 100% compliant 
candidates and always adhere to the current “right to work” regulations. 



Wade Macdonald
Greyfriars Gate
7 Greyfriars Road
Reading
RG1 1NU

0118 9560 600

admin@wademacdonald.com

www.wademacdonald.com

www.linkedin.com/company/wade-macdonald/

www.facebook.comWadeMacdonaldRecruitment/

www.instagram.com/wademacdonaldlife/

www.twitter.com/WadeMacDon

www.youtube.com/channel/UCn562zeoltVH599XZlT3Gkw/
featured

TESTIMONIALS

Senior HR Specialist
“Lucy Emma is a pleasure to 
work with. Her positive attitude 
and enthusiasm is refreshing 
and she works tirelessly to 
match the right candidate 
with the right opportunity. 
Lucy-Emma delivers results 
through her dedication and 
commitment and consistently 
goes above and beyond. 
She provides exceptional 
candidates because of 
her thorough approach in 
understanding the challenges, 
the company and the team 
and I look forward to working 
with her again in the future”.

Director
“Chris has build up a fantastic 
knowledge of what it takes to 
be successful in recruitment. 
His main strength is delivering 
for clients and candidates 
across all forms of recruitment 
and building teams that are 
great at achieving the same. 
He is driven, hardworking and 
professional with great desire 
to deliver great customer 
service. Chris will be an 
asset to any organisation.”

Financial Controller
“Sonia is a go-to person for me.  
She has taken time to craft a 
personal relationship with me 
which allows me to trust her 
integrity and professionalism, 
which is crucial for any 
recruiter/client relationship.  
She is responsive and quick to 
deliver high quality candidate 
profiles, and has ultimately 
provided some excellent 
interim additions to the team”.

Credit Manager
“I have been working with 
James over a number of 
years and his work ethic, 
professionalism and 
enthusiasm towards his 
customers is impeccable. He 
is a strong relationship builder 
and knows exactly what his 
clients and candidates require. 
I can only recommend 
James as an excellent 
recruiter who understands 
the roles he is recruiting for. “

Credit Controller
“Zoe is great at her job and is 
open, friendly and approachable. 
I was placed on a temp 
assignment through Zoe where 
she had guided me to a path on 
which I was able to convert and 
secure my permanent position 
at the organisation where I 
was placed on a temporary 
assignment. I would recommend 
Zoe to anyone within my 
network seeking a Temp or 
Permanent Finance positions.”

Previous Candidate
“Max was very helpful in my 
job search and matched 
me to a role that was very 
suited to me. He takes the 
time to listen, is very helpful 
in answering any queries 
or questions and always 
came back with prompt 
response. Max is good in his 
role as he offers good advice, 
knowledge and expertise.” EMEA Financial Controller 

Miles has been my recruiter 
of choice for the last 6 years. 
His industry experience 
& in depth local market 
knowledge has helped me 
build high performing teams 
for a variety of multinational 
organisations in the Thames 
Valley area. He is always 
approachable, responsive, 
quick to understand our 
needs & works tirelessly to 
find the best candidates.

Senior Internal Auditor
“As a candidate, Caterina 
was an excellent recruiter 
to work with. She had the 
ability to see the big picture 
and the nuanced details of 
the position for which she 
was recruiting, as well as my 
skills and background as a 
candidate. She was genuine, 
incredibly responsive and 
candid. She truly went to bat 
for me, and I trusted that 
she had both my interest in 
mind, as well as that of her 
client. I cannot recommend 
Caterina highly enough!!”

Previous candidate
”A big thanks to Ashley 
for being very supportive 
and professional during 
the application process 
and interview preparation 
for the role I had applied. 
Ashley not only explained 
comprehensively about each 
stage involved but also made 
sure I was armoured with the 
relevant tools to succeed in 
the interview. In my opinion, 
he is a great recruiter driven 
by knowledge, experience and 
most importantly passion for 
his job. I definitely recommend 
him to any candidate or 
client. It was a pleasure 
working with you Ashley.”

Training Manager 
“Chris was great to work 
with because of his passion, 
dedication and understanding 
of a client's needs. I worked 
with him on what was quite 
a niche position and he had 
no problem in understanding 
this and, crucially, supplying 
both highly suitable and 
talented candidates for the 
role. Indeed, the only problem 
we had was deciding who to 
take on! I would recommend 
Chris unequivocally; he has 
drive, tenacity and wants 
to achieve the best for both 
client and candidate alike.”

mailto:admin%40wademacdonald.com?subject=
http://www.wademacdonald.com
www.linkedin.com/company/wade-macdonald/
http://www.facebook.com/WadeMacdonaldRecruitment/
http://www.instagram.com/wademacdonaldlife/
http://www.twitter.com/WadeMacDon
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn562zeoltVH599XZlT3Gkw/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn562zeoltVH599XZlT3Gkw/featured
http://www.wademacdonald.com
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